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Data Services & Tools
from dotmodus

Organisations that use data eﬀectively are

2.3x
more likely to succeed
during industry disruptions

Get value out of
your data

19x
more likely to be proﬁtable

6x
more likely to retain
customers

Forrester report, "Why Data Center Modernization Is Critical To Business Success," September 2019
McKinsey Quarterly, "Straight Talk About Big Data"

Enrich your data and put in the
hands of those who need it. Make
faster, smarter business decisions,
mitigate risks and streamline your
business.

Get a solution for any step
in your data pipeline

GATHER IT
FASTER

STORE IT
MORE SECURELY

ACT ON IT
QUICKER

MANAGE IT WITH
FEWER RESOURCES

Automate data capture
and gather information
from legacy systems,
social media, CRM and
documents in half the
time

Ensure all data is encrypted
and stored in the cloud
according to regulations.
Dedicated, low-latency, and
highly resilient hosting.

Use machine learning to to
reveal meaningful insights,
identify unseen patterns and
surface new business
opportunities.

With a cloud hosted database
you no longer need to worry
about costly monitoring,
resource provisioning or
hardware upgrades. Just pay
for what really matters:
analysis and insights.

Embrace the cloud without disrupting your existing IT landscape.
Make all these changes and more without losing a minute or megabyte.

Implementation
experts
All the data tools your team needs.
We are trusted partners and
implementation experts of these
cloud-powered data products.

A fast, highly scalable, cost-eﬀective, and fully
managed cloud data warehouse.

From messy ﬁles to automated analytics. The fastest
way to prep data and build data pipelines in the cloud

Find true power in your data. Create dynamic
dashboards for more in-depth analysis. Give teams
access to reliable data and support better reporting.

Cross-Cloud API Management from Google.
Build and deliver modern applications faster with
well-managed APIs.

Cloud accredited team
A dedicated team of 120 Data Scientists, Data Engineers,
Cloud Architects and Software Developers

Let’s work
together
Book your discovery call - it’s free!

Trusted Google Cloud Partner
for nearly 10 years

sales@dotmodus.com
www.dotmodus.com

